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“Brother Tiger Chiseltooth! Push the tower to finish the strong attack, kill him for me!” 

Ye Lu frantically pushed the Medium Spirit Stones in his hand, because now the battle had really begun. 

Ogata Jubei, as the originator of the “Three Blade Ryu” school, of course had more than just the 

“Douichi Monogatari” blade. The reason he was injured by Ye Lu just now was not that he was too 

careless, but that he was too surprised. 

He could not have imagined that it was the “Dao Yi Writing” that had shattered, and to be honest, 

anyone else would have been shocked. 

At this moment, in the face of the huge “tiger chiseled teeth”, his other blade finally came out, a short 

blade, about half the length of the “Dao Yi Writing”, also glowing, should be a sharp weapon. 

However, most people didn’t know the name of this blade, as not many people had let Ogata’s soldier 

guard use it. 

“Brush!” 

“Brush!” 

“Brush!” 

…… 

The flying swords were like a curved moon shooting towards the “Tiger Chiseltooth”, but the “Tiger 

Chiseltooth” didn’t even dodge. 

It swung its wolf tooth stick with a strong wind and smashed at Ogata Jubei. 

“Boom!” 

Ogata Jubei didn’t dare to face it head-on, so he dodged quickly and the ground was smashed into a 

huge divine crater, sending stone chips flying, showing how terrifying the blow was. 

At the same time, the Tower of Clear Sky collapsed. 

“Boom!” 

The 600-metre giant fell to the ground with a shocking thud, along with the confidence of many 

Japanese people. 

“The “Clear Sky Tower” was one of the most iconic buildings in Japan, and the fact that the two men had 

fought at the “Clear Sky Tower” was a symbol of the battle at the top. 

The shock in the audience’s heart was unbearable. 

Also shocked were the spectators in China, especially those in the capital, who couldn’t help but shout 

out loud when they saw the “Sky Tower” come down. 



Everyone was looking forward to a crushing victory. 

The tiger did not disappoint, as it swung its giant wolfsbane once again after the blow. 

This time, however, it was different. This time, a white glow, similar to that of Ogata Jubei’s sword, lit up 

the rod and it swung down again. 

Ogata Jubei of course could only dodge again, and at the same time he was approaching in the direction 

of Ye Lu, because he knew very well that this tens of metres tall giant monster was not that easy to kill, 

but as long as he killed Ye Lu, everything would be fine. 

However, this time, when the wolf tooth stick hit the ground, countless spikes of white “astral energy” 

shot out like hedgehogs, centred on the point of contact. 

But that was not the point. The point was that the Tiger’s attack was fast and continuous, and as he was 

dealing with the spikes, the Tiger’s wolfsbane came down again like a titan. 

The blow sent a gale of wind around him, the power of the Tiger’s teeth was too strong. 

At that moment, Ogata Jubei’s third blade finally appeared, and he opened his mouth, and a flying 

blade, smaller than the arrow of the Sunset Arrow, shot out of his mouth. 

This small blade had a terrifying aura and gave the impression that it was more than just a “magic 

weapon”, it appeared abruptly, but with great precision, aiming at the throat of the “Tiger Chiseled 

Tooth”. 

“The tiger was too big, so it was inevitable that it would move relatively slowly, so he felt that this slash 

was a sure thing. 

However, he was wrong, as the wrist guard on the Tiger’s left arm suddenly deformed rapidly to form a 

round shield, which instantly blocked the knife. 

“Snort!” 

Although the knife was extremely sharp and penetrated the shield, its speed had already become very 

slow. 

At this instant, the tiger’s eyes suddenly turned bloodshot and his speed increased by a large margin, 

obviously using some kind of “divine ability”. 

“Boom!” 

Ogata Jubei was smashed to pieces by the terrifying blow, while the knife flew far away from the tiger’s 

ear. 

Everyone let out a gasp as they saw Ogata Jubei being blown to bits. 

Then the “Tiger’s Tooth” disappeared and the smoke fell, leaving the “Masked Man in Silk Stockings” 

standing there alone, looking lonely and forlorn. 

The battle was over so quickly, and it only took three blows to kill the Sword Saint. 



In fact, no one knew that with the strength of his body and the demonic beast itself, “Tiger Chiseled 

Tooth” was no weaker than a “Golden Dan One Turn” powerhouse. 

In the capital city of China, after a moment of silence, everyone cheered happily, this is a good battle, 

even if you have become a “Saint level”, so what, you are still easily beaten by our “silk stocking masked 

warrior”. 

Looking at the gradually chaotic crowd, Ye Lu slowly flew up and looked at the crowd below and said. 

“I’ve won, keep your promise!” 

Regarding the three items, Ye Luo had already chosen the “magic weapon” and “magic treasure”, he 

already had the “magic weapon” for attack, and the arrow of the “Sunset Arrow” was quite strong, he 

also had the dan furnace, and the pen for drawing the “weapon pattern” was also quite advanced, so 

there was no need to replace it with a new one. 

As for the defensive magic weapon, my “Golden Armour Coat” is also of “Heavenly Grade” and is quite 

advanced. 

So the defensive magic weapon was not needed either. 

So, in the “magic weapon” category, Ye Lu chose a storage magic weapon, a “Saint Grade” storage ring, 

which was not as small as the one Ye Lu had made. 

The name of this ring was “Sumeru Ring”, which was also a good thing from the Haotian Continent. 

As for the “magic treasure”, to be honest, many “magic treasures” were good things, because the magic 

of “magic treasures” was not comparable to “magic weapons”, so this magic treasure really made Ye Lu 

pick out a lot of things. 

However, in the end, he chose a “magic treasure” that could not be identified by grade, called “One Leaf 

Bodhi”, a jade pendant, which was actually also a spatial magic treasure, but it could not store anything 

inside, but only plants, much like a piece of self-reserve that could be carried on his body. 

It is said that the greatest benefit of the One Leaf Bodhi is that it can absorb the Qi of heaven and earth, 

allowing the plants inside to grow very quickly, and no matter what species of plants are planted, they 

will live. 

Ye Luo was very short of all kinds of medicinal herbs for his alchemy, so he thought that although it 

could not immediately increase his combat power, it should be of great help to him. 

As for that divine beast’s egg, there was no choice, as it was the only one in the entire country of Japan, 

and any information about the egg was blank. 

Ye Lu felt that it should be because they were simply unable to hatch it, and that was why they had 

given it to themselves. 

Because hatching a divine beast’s egg was not a simple matter. 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, a few men in black immediately walked over, and the one in the lead was the 

guy who was responsible for stepping in to speak during the Sword Saint’s appointment that day. 



He said in a loud voice. 

“We are big ……” 

He suddenly remembered that he had agreed with Ye Lu that if he won, all Japanese officials would no 

longer be able to say “Great Japanese Empire”, so he quickly changed his tone and said. 

“We, the Yamato people, will not go back on our word.” 

With that a man in black came forward with something in his hand. 

Ye Lu slowly fell down and put away the “Sumeru Ring”, “One Leaf Bodhi” and the nameless beast’s egg 

first. 

“Well, thanks for the gift from your country, I’ll wait for you to fulfil the rest of your promises.” 

After saying that, Ye Luo was ready to fly away. 

However, just at this time, a sudden powerful pressure appeared, and following that, Ye Luo saw people 

rushing over from the air as well as from the ground in several directions. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Luo also understood, no wonder these Japanese were so generous, it turned out 

that they did not intend to let themselves leave alive to begin with. 
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The moment these people appeared, Ye Lu had already taken a quick look at their information, and 

these guys were actually all super powerhouses who had crossed the “Golden Dan Realm”. 

It seemed that the other side was ready to abandon their pride in the Yamato nation, sending five Jindan 

experts at once, this was definitely to ensure that nothing could go wrong. 

However, Ye Lu didn’t want to sit idly by and wait for death, he landed quickly and rushed in one 

direction at the same time. 

There, the Shadow of Death people were with Lin Danni. 

Lin Danni had not left because she wanted to go back with Ye Lu, and the Shadow of Death had not 

disobeyed her, so he brought her here. 

When she saw Ye Lu rushing over like the wind, she was a bit dumbfounded. 

“I need your blood!” 

Ye Luo said as he didn’t wait for Lin Danni to speak before he darted out and cut Lin Danni’s arm, then 

took out a plate to let all the blood flow onto it. 

At the same time, he took out three bottles in one go and slit his artery at the same time. 

Immediately that plate was soaked with blood. 

At the same time, however, the plate lit up with a red glow. 



“Go!” 

Following that, Ye Lu dragged Lin Danni and rushed back into the formation where he had just 

summoned the “Tiger Chiseled Tooth” and activated it at the same time. 

This was not just a “Blood Formation”, Ye Lu also drew a defensive formation when he drew it, because 

he was worried that he would be disturbed by the other party when he summoned it. This defensive 

formation was a “Spirit Formation” based on “Medium Grade Spirit Stones”, and Ye Lu had originally 

planned to take all the “Spirit Stones” when he left, as “Medium Grade Spirit Stones” were quite 

important to him. 

Now it seemed that he could only use them first. 

A huge aura shield appeared around Ye Lu, and at the same time, thirty-six parts of the formation lit up 

at the same time. 

However, even so, this formation should not last long. 

“Boom!” 

The first person in black had already arrived. 

They were all dressed in black with their faces covered, showing only their two eyes, so it was 

impossible to tell who they were, and this guy didn’t even say anything, he just came and did it. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

…… 

A succession of attacks fell on the defense shield. 

And Ye Luo had already quickly stopped Lin Danni’s blood, then cut his other wrist, blood falling like a 

fountain on the board that was quickly pre-drawn with the formation. 

Ye Luo was of course using a summoning technique. 

However, he was using the second type of summoning technique, which was to use a large amount of 

the summoner’s blood and a small amount of the summoned beast’s blood, and this time Ye Lu used the 

hidden bloodline of the four divine beasts, namely the “Green Dragon”, “Vermilion Bird”, “White Tiger” 

and “Xuan Wu” at the same time. 

The “Four Spirits Summoning” was no longer an ordinary “summoning technique”, so Ye Lu’s chances of 

failure were very high, after all, his cultivation level was still too low, but now that he had reached this 

point, only this move could really work. 

Seeing this sudden scene, the people of Death’s Shadow were also dumbfounded, as they had not 

expected such a scene to occur. 

Likewise, the hearts of the Chinese viewers were once again clenched. 



The crowd was already a bit overwhelmed by Ye Lu’s trip to Japan, with all sorts of counter-kills and 

surprises, making people happy at one point and heartbroken at another. 

“That five people should all be ‘Saint’ level experts, it looks like they don’t want to lose face this time, 

aren’t they afraid that the clan community will go to full war with them?” 

Someone looked at the screen and muttered. 

However, this was all a matter for the higher-ups, and it was beyond the control of the ordinary secular 

world. 

Anyway, even if the “clan community” intervenes, it will be a long time from now. If the “Silk Stocking 

Masked Warrior” can’t survive this disaster, it won’t matter what happens afterwards. 

“Don’t …… stop bleeding, you’re bleeding too much ……” 

Seeing that Ye Lu all started to shake, Lin Danni then asked with some concern. 

Ye Luo also felt that his eyes were starting to blur a little and his body was gradually getting cold. 

“Almost there, if I rectify again I guess I’ll hang under, and the formation is also going to fail soon.” 

Ye Luo looked at the faltering formation, then raised his right hand and started the “Four Spirit 

Summoning” technique, while looking at the five guys who were eyeing him and said. 

“A ‘Saint’ level powerhouse, I’ll kill them all!” 

These words were spoken in an unusually domineering manner, followed by a terrifying divine beast 

appearing in the sky above Ye Lu’s head, a golden dragon with its beard and hair spread out, and its dark 

golden eyes were filled with endless majesty. 

“Name: Yellow Dragon Projection, Source: Haotian Continent, Level: 3rd Order 2nd Grade, Description: a 

summoned projection from the Haotian Continent, as the main body has no way to be summoned into 

this realm, so ……” 

As expected, it was similar to what Ye Lu had thought, the reason he didn’t dare to use the “Four Spirit 

Summoning” at first was because he was worried that he wouldn’t be able to summon anything. 

All the things summoned before were from various “secret realms”, and Ye Lu did not think there would 

be a divine beast like the “Yellow Dragon” in the secret realm. 

“The “Yellow Dragon” was the middle “earth attribute” divine beast among the five divine beasts, and it 

was also the first of the four divine beasts, which was definitely quite a formidable existence. 

Now, it seems that this is indeed the case. Although the summoning was successful, the one summoned 

was not the real Yellow Dragon. 

When he saw the yellow projection appear, Ye Lu quickly formed a seal and said. 

“Yellow Dragon projection, you let yourself go!” 

Summoning the Yellow Dragon projection was already almost draining Ye Luo, and there was no way he 

could sustain this terrifying fellow to stay in this world. 



Releasing the summoned thing was definitely a very troublesome matter that would bring about a series 

of problems, but, right now, Ye Luo could not care so much anymore, if he maintained it for another 

second he would probably die himself. 

“Ow!” 

The yellow dragon let out a loud roar, which shot straight up to the clouds, and then rushed towards 

one of the black-clothed “Saint Level” powerhouses, who was directly bitten to death without even 

having a chance to escape. 

The other four guys saw this and turned and ran. 

Huang Long glanced at Ye Lu and Lin Danni who were in the formation, then snorted coldly and rushed 

towards the next target. 

The black-clad “Saint Level” experts were completely frightened by the “Yellow Dragon”, they had no 

desire to fight and only ran for their lives, but Huang Long was so strong that he caught up with one of 

them again and tore him to pieces. 

The sudden appearance of the “yellow dragon” caused everyone to panic. 

However, the “dragon” is the symbol of China, so many people watching the video were unnerved. 

“A dragon, it’s actually a dragon, it’s not the ‘masked man’ who turned into a dragon, is it?” 

“No, wasn’t he there, I saw it.” 

“Then he’s either a dragon or the owner of a dragon, that dragon must be his pet.” 

“Taking a dragon as a pet, that’s too much of a stretch.” 

“What’s to exaggerate, he’s the ‘Stocking Masked Man’!” 

“Also!” 

…… 

After the two men were torn apart, the “yellow dragon” went berserk and let out a roar when he saw 

the crowd coming and going, and then he spewed a horrible “dragon flame” at the crowd. 

After the fire, a huge crowd of people were burnt to nothingness by the dragon flame, and hundreds of 

people were lost in an instant. 

Everyone was terrified because they thought they were just spectators, but who would have thought 

that even these spectators would be involved. 

“Whoa!” 

“Run away!” 

“Run!” 

…… 



As the crowd fled, the Yellow Dragon swung its claws again and pushed a building to the ground, while 

the Dragon Flame spewed out again, setting another building on fire. 

“Not only was the area around the Skytree in chaos, but the sight of the dragon in the air once again 

threw Tokyo into a state of panic. 

To be honest, you can’t help but panic, it’s a dragon. 

This time, the panic was even greater than the panic caused by the last “drunken boy” and “ghost bat”, 

because not many people really saw the crisis that time, but this time it was different. 

“Let’s go!” 

Ye Lu said to Lin Danni, and the people from Death’s Shadow had already come to meet them. 

However, just as everyone was about to leave, a figure dressed as a Yin Yang master suddenly appeared 

from the air and flew towards the Yellow Dragon like lightning. 
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“What a man! It’s so strong!” 

“It’s Haruaki-sama, Haruaki-sama really isn’t dead!” 

“Yeah, the only one who can be that strong is Master Haruaki.” 

“That’s great!” 

…… 

Seeing this scene, the Japanese viewers all chattered happily. 

Ye Luo also quickly looked up, only to see that the person who came was a somewhat pale looking Yin 

Yang master, wearing a blue Yin Yang master’s robe and holding a fan in his hand, looking quite majestic, 

but this person had an evil impetuous look in his majesty. 

He blocked the attack of the “Yellow Dragon Projection” with his hand, and then the fan danced so fast 

that a huge ball of light enveloped the “Yellow Dragon Projection”, and then the ball of light exploded, 

and countless fragments scattered with light, like a huge firework. 

This scene looked so magnificent that even Ye Lu was amazed. 

“This Abe Haruaki is really powerful, worthy of being the strongest legendary Yin Yang master.” 

To kill the “Yellow Dragon Void” with a single blow, this was definitely not the kind of combat power 

that an ordinary “Saint Level” powerhouse could possess, it was simply a bit terrifying. 

Now, Ye Luo’s heart was also a bit uncertain. 

As expected, after killing the “Yellow Dragon”, Abe Haruaki looked towards Ye Lu and flew over without 

hesitation. 

A big hand slapped down on Ye Luo out of thin air. 



This guy who could easily kill the “Yellow Dragon”, Ye Luo could not block his blow, not to mention that 

now Ye Luo was already at the end of his rope, not only had he lost almost all his blood, his weakness 

had also begun, he could not even walk, he could only let Lin Danni and the others support him, let 

alone fight back. 

As far as everyone was concerned, Ye Lu was dead. 

However, just at this moment, someone suddenly flew out from the crowd and then raised his hand to 

block the slap. 

“Boom!” 

The huge palm shadow was then shattered into countless pieces by this person’s palm. 

Seeing this man strike, Ye Lu finally let out a long sigh of relief, while Abe Haruaki tightened his brow as 

he found that the man in black standing opposite with his hands folded and his face masked was simply 

unfathomable. 

Therefore, he did not dare to make a move, but looked at the man in black and said. 

“Your Excellency is definitely going to take care of this matter?” 

The man in black then said calmly. 

“Yes.” 

What made Ye Lu and everyone else feel a little surprised was that this person’s voice was actually a 

female voice, and it sounded like she shouldn’t be too old. 

Hearing this person in black’s unquestionable words, Abe Haruaki then thought for a moment before 

looking at Ye Lu and said. 

“‘Stocking Masked Warrior’, I, Abe Haruaki, once again like you to make an appointment to fight, three 

months later today, I will fight with you at the top of Mount Fuji, if you dare not attend the 

appointment, the people you value will leave you one by one after all.” 

Ye Lu had no doubt that he did have the ability to do so, so he nodded and said. 

“Good, but in the meantime, you Japanese cannot do anything against any of the people around me.” 

These Japanese people had always been a piece of Ye Luo’s heart, especially for Qin Siyu, and were 

simply a big problem, so that at least Qin Siyu could live a normal life and finish the film they had 

planned. 

When Ye Lu finished, Abe Haruaki said without thinking. 

“Okay, I promise you.” 

After saying that, his figure then “brushed!” disappeared far away. 

The man in black who was in the air also slowly landed next to Ye Lu, and this man who only showed two 

eyes looked at Ye Lu for a long time before he said. 



“Not bad, I appreciate you, the ‘Shadow of Death’ will help you arrange the next thing, rules are rules, 

next time you either pay the price or you have to pay a favor, otherwise I won’t help you out.” 

After saying this, this man in black also flew away and disappeared. 

After this disappearance, Ye Lu smiled, the development of things made him satisfied, this person in 

black said that she could “pay a favor”, that meant that she recognized herself extremely well, maybe 

she would let herself take a favor to help herself out once more. 

After all, to Ye Lu, a single strike was a life, but to the other party, it was just a handful. 

The person who just did it was the mysterious “Lord of the Underground”. Ye Lu knew that this trip to 

Japan would definitely involve many risks, so he had greeted the “Lord of the Underground” in advance 

and used this opportunity to do it for free. 

In fact, the “Lord of the Underground” was also extremely surprised by Ye Lu’s performance. On several 

occasions, she thought that Ye Lu would have to ask for his help, but in the end, Ye Lu actually managed 

to survive and even won the final victory, which made her more and more impressed with Ye Lu. 

The woman actually dispatched Abe Haraki with a single word, which was actually beyond everyone’s 

expectation. 

Although the incident has come to an end, the internet and the capital are just beginning to buzz about 

Ye’s trip to Japan. 

First, he took down the Seoul airport in Korea, then he killed Hattori Fumimasa in Busan, then he 

bloodied Hattori, Miyamoto, the 53 families of Koga Ryu and the 49 houses of Iga Ryu, haunted Tokyo 

with 10,000 ghosts, fought against the Temple of Clearwater, then he brought down the Clear Sky Tower 

and killed the Sword Saint. 

The final battle was against the Great Yin Yang Master “Abe Haruaki”. 

The “Stocking Masked Man” has gone from being a minor character in the streets to a popular idol, and 

many manufacturers are now making the same stockings and clothes as the “Stocking Masked Man”. 

There are also companies developing online and handheld games of the same name, ready to make a 

fortune out of the opportunity. 

The happiest people were Qin Shiyu, Ye Yan and Long Fei Xue, who all called Ye Lu, but Ye Lu was so 

weak that he could hardly return his calls, so he just cut it short and told the girls that he would not 

return to China for the time being because he had other things to do. 

He was going to “Rome” in Eastern Europe this time. 

Although Romania was the birthplace of the Bloods, it was said that Liu Mei was imprisoned in a branch 

of the Bloods’ clan in Rome. 

Of course, this information is not very certain, because Europe is the territory of the Bloods and the 

Three Mythologies, and the Shadow of Death does not operate very well there. 



“The Bloods are a very mysterious race, said to be related to the legendary Cain, the Progenitor of Evil, 

and Lilith, the Witch of the Night, but in any case a very unpleasant group. 

The Gothic Bloods are just a part of the Bloods, just like the Yakuza in Japan are just a part of the human 

power. 

Seeing Ye Lu’s weak appearance, the people of Death’s Shadow also became worried. 

But Ye Luo waved his hand and said. 

“It’s fine, you guys can send me to Rome, Lin Danni, you should hurry back to your country to find Qin 

Shiyu. 

However, Lin Danni was only an ordinary person and had just been imprisoned, so she could not let out 

too much blood, so Ye Lu only left some of it and then followed the people from Death’s Shadow. 

Lin Danni wept as she watched Ye Lu leave, her initial taunting of Ye Lu and her targeting of Qin Shiyu 

were still fresh in her mind, but she never thought that Ye Lu would risk his life to save herself in Japan. 

She was at a loss as to what to say. 

Before he left for Rome, Ye Luo claimed the “Sumeru Ring” and took everything he could carry with him, 

including the boatload of animal blood. 

It didn’t take long for Ye Lu to be taken away by a plane, one of whose cabins was obviously specially 

made, as it had a large room with a bed, a bathroom, a place to take a shower, a variety of drinks, and 

even two beautiful women to keep him company, both of whom were, of course, serious women, 

masters of the Shadow of Death. 

However, Ye Luo did not know that he had already made it to the top of a list due to his performance in 

Japan. 
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The list that Ye Lu was on was called the “Blood List”, and like the previous “Killer Sky List” and “Killer 

Earth List”, it was a list created by some people in the jianghu, and many people recognized these lists 

and found them interesting, so over time, the various lists became the object of conversation. 

The “Blood List” is, to put it plainly, a ranking of the number of killers, a ranking of who has killed more 

people. 

Of course, this list was purely about the “number of kills”, so it had little to do with strength. 

At the moment, Ye Lu was in the top ten of this list. 

To be honest, when he heard this news from one of the beauties, Ye Lu was really surprised. He was 

surprised that he had killed so many people and was only ranked at “10th”. 

“According to incomplete statistics, you have killed around 20,000 people this time, you have 

successfully turned into one of the ‘Top Ten Killers’ in the world.” 



Another beautiful woman said with a smile while looking at Ye Luo while looking at her phone. 

Ye Luo then asked curiously. 

“I’d like to know, the number one God of Kill, how many people has he killed?” 

That beautiful woman said with a sigh when she heard Ye Luo’s words. 

“Hey, you’re still far from him, that bastard wiped out a country.” 

“Holy shit!” 

Hearing this woman’s words, Ye Lu really didn’t feel calm, exterminating a country, what kind of bullish 

character is this! 

“Who is this bastard?” 

Ye Lu asked curiously. 

As a result, the beautiful woman shook her head and said. 

“I don’t know, because the list says ‘nameless and strong’, I guess it’s a hidden expert, you probably 

don’t know it yet, actually the strongest people are those you haven’t seen, those hidden high masters 

and clans already have no interest in the ‘secular world ‘ don’t have the slightest interest in them 

anymore, I’m afraid they don’t even have the interest to look at them, so the ‘secular world’ doesn’t 

even know about them, but they are the ones who are truly powerful and terrifying.” 

Hearing this beautiful woman’s words, Ye Luo also nodded, he felt that what this beautiful woman said 

seemed to be reasonable, those unknown ones were the most terrifying, such as the “Haotian 

Continent” that kept appearing, but Ye Luo did not know where it was. 

However, after that, the beautiful woman said with a straight face. 

“However, you may meet another person from the ‘Blood Ranking’ in Europe this time, also an expert 

from the ‘Killer Heaven Ranking’, nicknamed ‘Human Slaughter’ Blood expert, he has accumulated over 

30,000 kills and is currently ranked seventh.” 

After hearing this beautiful woman finish, Ye Lu nodded his head. 

If he wanted to fight an expert, he would definitely have to play his cards, but these cards would be fine 

if it was a duel or something like that, but if it was a group fight with another expert, Ye Lu would be out 

of luck, especially during the weak period of the “Exploding Yuan Dan”, if there were any more people, it 

would be a death sentence. 

Therefore, if time allowed, Ye Lu would like to gather the ninth strand of aura before starting the battle. 

It would take about ten hours to fly from Tokyo to Rome, so it would be a good time to adjust to the 

situation. 

At this time, that beautiful woman looked at Ye Lu and said with a smile. 

“I’m really curious, what do you really look like, actually sleeping with stockings on.” 



Ye Luo then smiled and said. 

“It’s for everyone’s sake, if you really saw my looks, wouldn’t you have to keep it as a secret in your 

heart, something like a secret will have internal injuries if you keep it in for too long.” 

As a result, that beautiful woman disdainfully brushed her mouth. 

With that, Ye Lu rested for a few hours first, which was a period of weakness anyway. 

However, during the few hours he rested, the internet didn’t stop for a moment, everyone was 

discussing the “Silk Stocking Masked Man” until late at night, especially the students of Yanjing 

University of Chinese Medicine, including Nie Yibiao and others, who were drinking until late at night. 

They were all a bit tipsy. 

Mu Zi Ze looked at the other people and said. 

“Do you guys think this ‘Silk Stocking Masked Man’ could be Ye Lu?” 

Hearing his words, Nie Yibiao then laughed and said. 

“Don’t be ridiculous, how could it be him, we still don’t know how much he weighs, a guy who gets a 

nosebleed even at a meeting, his body is weak, how could he be that powerful.” 

Hearing Nie Yibiao say this, Mu Zize also froze for a moment, however, he followed and said. 

“You have a point, but do you guys remember, during that battle at the ‘Top of Purple Gold’, Ye Lu said 

that he had diarrhea or something and disappeared, he wasn’t with us when the Japanese came to 

‘slaughter the city’, and this time as well , isn’t that a bit too much of a coincidence.” 

After he said that, several people fell into deep thought, but then, following that, Nie Yibiao said. 

“I still don’t think it’s possible, this should just be a coincidence, look, the first time at the ‘Top of Purple 

and Gold’ was indeed a bit weird, but later on, Ye Luo was never very good, not something that suddenly 

disappeared.” 

Hearing him explain like that, the others, the girls who were protecting Shen Luyan and the others also 

nodded their heads. 

“Yeah, Ye Luo is indeed also quite powerful, can catch ghosts, but that ‘Silk Stocking Masked Man’ is 

really too powerful, pushed down the ‘Clear Sky Tower’.” 

Shen Luyan said with some emotion. 

The crowd nodded once again. 

On the other hand, Ye Luo had been sleeping for more than five hours before he got up, the period of 

weakness had long passed, Ye Luo felt full of energy again, it was only a pity that there was no way to 

replenish his blood energy so quickly, his mental state was good, his physical state was still a bit bad. 

He first took out the three pieces of loot he had obtained this time and studied them again. 



After all, the space in this “Sumeru Ring” was so big that Ye Lu felt that he could put down a rack of 

helicopters without any problem, and these beast blood and miscellaneous items in it were not even 

enough to stuff his teeth. 

“I guess the Japanese side is going to be in pain this time.” 

Ye Luo stroked the ring and said with a smile, such a thing really belonged to the category of “magic 

weapon”, but in fact, in terms of rarity, it was much more precious than “magic treasure”. 

Why do you say so? 

In fact, the space in this “Sumeru Ring” is not smaller than that of a “magic treasure”, but this ring can 

be used by people below the “Jindan Realm”, which undoubtedly lowers the threshold for use and raises 

the level of preciousness, which is why it is called “Saint Grade”. 

Ye Lu felt that if the Japanese side hadn’t been so confident in their own backhand, they wouldn’t have 

gambled with such a thing. 

It was a pity that they had lost the bet. 

After that, Ye Lu performed a blood recognition on the jade pendant hanging around his neck, “One Leaf 

Bodhi”. 

After acknowledging the owner, he found that in this “One Leaf Bodhi” was a “spiritual field”, the area 

of the “spiritual field” was not large, only an acre or so, but, to Ye Lu’s surprise, there were actually 

some plants growing on it, but, since it was not something that Ye Lu could see through his glasses, 

there was no way for Ye Lu to know what such things were, so he could only wait for them to mature. 

Of course, if he knew that the Japanese cultivation community was aching for the precious things in 

here, he would be overjoyed. 

The last item was the “God Beast’s Egg”, which was the most puzzling thing for Ye Lu, because it was the 

one that had all the information on the glasses showing “? The name, level, source and everything was 

unknown, as if this item was beyond the knowledge of the glasses, but the characterization of this item 

was stated in the “Introduction”, two words “beast egg”. 

“This is really strange, no wonder they can’t handle it!” 

Ye Lu’s curiosity was also aroused, but after studying it for half a day, he couldn’t come up with an 

answer, so he had to give up. 

After getting off the plane, Ye Lu did not rush to the Gothic Blood branch in Rome as his Qi was not 

restored, but first went for a stroll around the area to get a basic understanding of the situation and to 

restore his Qi. 

As a result, he found that the branch of the Gothic Bloods was located not far from the Colosseum in 

ancient Rome. 

The oval-shaped building, with a long axis of nearly 200 metres and a solid wall of more than 50 metres 

high, looked extremely spectacular and was said to be able to accommodate 90,000 people to watch the 

bestial show. 



In the afternoon, Ye Lu thought about it and started to contact the Gothic Bloods in the “Underworld 

App” as “Blood Shadow Shura”. 

However, at this moment, he did not know that he was about to cause a big stir in Europe. 
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In the “Underworld App”, because of Ye Lu’s special identity, his permissions are also very special, he 

can use the vest permission, of course, he can also actively show his real identity, but others can not 

check his identity, this is in the “Underworld App”, he is the only one, others need to have real name 

authentication process. 

So, this time, Ye Lu used the main account to contact the “Gothic Bloods” who could identify himself. 

Like the Underworld, every account in the Underworld App had to be affiliated with the Seven 

Organizations, except for Ye Lu’s, so it was easy to find the Gothic Bloods and confirm that it was the 

Bloodshot Shura himself. 

“The Gothic Bloods’ headquarters. 

At the moment, most of the Gothic Blood’s top and elite are not here, and the one sitting at the 

headquarters is a “Blood Prince”, but this name has nothing to do with the royal family, and it doesn’t 

have to be a male to get this name, for example, this Prince is now a female. 

The Prince of the Bloods is extremely powerful and is at the top of the Bloods pyramid, so this Prince 

Saguna is no exception, she is currently browsing the internet news and the story of the “Masked Man in 

Silk Stockings” sweeping Japan is certainly dominating the headlines. 

“How could such a strong demon appear?” 

Prince Shaguna muttered to himself as he looked at the screen. 

“It couldn’t have been done on purpose by an expert sent by the Chinese ‘clan community’, anyway, 

that guy is wearing stockings and people don’t know who he really is.” 

However, she soon dismissed this idea. 

If it was really something like the “clan community” or the Japanese “Shinto society” that had entered 

another country, it would undoubtedly cause an uproar if it was found out, and according to various 

reports, the “stockinged masked man” had undergone security checks when he passed through Korea, 

which meant that he would have complied with air transport security regulations. 

“This guy is an absolute monster.” 

In the end, Prince Shaguna came to a conclusion. 

At this time, someone suddenly reported and said. 

“Lord Prince, just now, ‘Yumo Shura’ contacted us and said that he asked us to release his friend, a 

woman called Liu Mei, or else he might use his ‘Shura’ privileges on us. ” 

This was the bargaining chip that Ye Luo had negotiated with. 



From the looks of it, the “Hundred Victory Shura” was still only a “God Realm” practitioner who could 

hardly even defeat the five golden flowers of the “Bloodthirsty Rose” when he completed his “Hundred 

Victories”, such a practitioner was not qualified to negotiate with a big organization like the “Gothic 

Blood Clan”. 

The only thing Ye Lu could bargain with them was the promise from the Lord of the Underground, which 

the Gothic Bloods didn’t know had already been fulfilled. 

“Is there really such a thing? I didn’t know that.” 

Prince Shaguna asked, somewhat puzzled. 

The two “dukes” of the Bloods below immediately said respectfully. 

“We will investigate this matter, but how can we reply to that ‘Yum-Yum Shura’ now?” 

Prince Shaguna said indifferently to this question. 

“Don’t bother with him for now, if it’s someone unimportant, it’s fine to sell him a favour, if it’s 

someone very crucial, just refuse him.” 

Hearing that Prince Shaguna had actually said that, one of the dukes said with some concern. 

“Would it be a problem to do so, that rumour ……” 

Prince Shaguna then said with a smile. 

“You had to be the rumour too right, it’s just a rumour don’t mind him, the ‘Lord of Darkness’ has never 

officially said anything about it so just pretend it’s not there.” 

That duke nodded, however, his heart was actually full of worry. 

Ye Luo certainly didn’t put all his hopes on this kind of bargaining, he was simultaneously looking for a 

way to quickly replenish his Qi and, in the evening, the ninth strand of aura had already coalesced. 

Gradually Ye Lu had discovered the strength of this nameless gong method of his. 

The more he fought, the more obvious the effect would be. Ye Lu felt that he should give it a name, 

“Fighting God Skill” or “Fighting God Skill”. 

Anyway, no matter what it was called, Ye Lu had gotten a taste of this unnamed technique. 

When he started, he thought that this technique should not be that simple, because after the activation 

of the “glasses”, apart from the complimentary “medical ability”, this technique was the only thing that 

came with it, which meant that this nameless technique was the real foundation of his strength. 

“It looks like there can only be one way to recover blood quickly first.” 

After thinking about it, Ye Lu felt that there was only one way, and that was to exchange the ingredients 

he needed from the “Underworld App” to make pills. 

At this time, he regretted losing all the medicinal materials he had gotten from the “Koga ninja” side, but 

at that time, the storage bracelet space was really limited and there was nothing he could do about it, in 



fact, it was a pity to think about those materials from the “Iga ninja” for making weapons, the only thing 

he was glad about now was that he had a lot of “beast blood”. 

After he had recovered his qi and blood, he would prepare to process these “beast blood”, sort and 

purify them, and then fuse them, so that the bloodline power of the processed “beast blood” would 

become stronger, and it would definitely be more convenient to summon them. 

When he could not use other spells flexibly, the “summoning technique” was currently Ye Lu’s strongest 

move apart from the “Burning Heaven’s Fury”. 

“Let’s exchange these two bracelets.” 

Ye Lu looked at the two imperial green jade bracelets on his hands and said. 

Now that he had the Sumeru Ring, there was no need for these two storage bracelets for the time being, 

and the Sumeru Ring was smaller and made of a stronger material. 

Ye Lu had tried to exchange them once before and knew that the secrecy of the Underworld App was 

still very good, and that the source of such “magic weapons” and “pills” would not be asked. 

After thinking about it, Ye Luo contacted the “Underworld App” and went to exchange it. 

The exchange place was not very far from where Ye Lu was, so he quickly arrived there and took out two 

emerald bracelets and said. 

“I want to exchange for two storage ‘magic weapons’, help me appraise them.” 

Ye Luo put the bracelets on the table after he finished speaking, of course, his face was masked, he 

didn’t want to expose his identity in this foreign country. 

Moreover, the identity of the vest he was using was also the identity of this side of Rome, to avoid any 

complications. 

When he heard that it was a “storage bracelet”, the man in charge’s interest was immediately aroused. 

“Storage artifacts” are precious, and they haven’t appeared for many years. 

After that, this guy poured his “true qi” into the “jade bracelet”, and then said with a satisfied smile. 

“It’s really a nice bracelet, I’ve never seen this before, I’ll let the boss help you calculate how much ‘Dark 

Coins’ it’ll cost!” 

Ye Lu knew very little about these things and did not doubt it, so he quietly waited outside. 

The guy at the front desk, on the other hand, flew inside and then told the person in charge inside the 

general situation. 

The man in charge picked up the bracelet and looked at it and said. 

“It looks like something from the East, it’s really something good.” 

The receptionist then said as her eyes darted around. 



“I just observed, that guy has a masked face and a strange accent, I don’t feel it’s one of us here, should I 

……” 

He said making a motion of cutting his neck. 

The man in charge smiled and nodded and said. 

“Of course you do, go ahead and arrange it, I trust you.” 

After saying that, he waved his hand and that receptionist immediately reappeared and then gave Ye Lu 

a price that he felt was also more reasonable, followed by helping Ye Lu exchange all the things he 

needed for Ye Lu. 

Ye Lu did not expect things to go so smoothly, with these things in his hand, he would definitely be able 

to recover soon after refining a good pill. 

However, when he reached a secluded path, a few fair-faced, slender people blocked his way. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Lu probably understood that he must have been targeted, but, anyway, he was too 

lazy to talk nonsense with these guys now that the stuff was in his hands, so Ye Lu looked at the five 

people opposite him and said. 

“You’ve robbed the wrong people, if you don’t want to die, then get lost!” 
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He said this because he wanted to scare the other side, but it was obvious that the other side was not 

scared, after all, these guys were also “innate experts”, “innate experts” in the secular world is already 

considered quite a bully, after all, higher is the “patriarchal level”. 

Therefore, it was justifiable for these guys to be arrogant. 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, the guy at the head of the group arrogantly showed the sharp teeth in his mouth 

and said. 

“Hey, hey, wanting us to die, I’d like to taste what your blood tastes like.” 

As expected, these guys were all from the Blood Clan, but this was not unexpected from Ye Lu, after all, 

this was the territory of the “Blood Clan”. 

After that, this guy laughed and rushed towards Ye Lu, not putting Ye Lu in his eyes at all. 

“Boom!” 

Ye Luo raised his hand seemingly casually and punched him in the chest, sending him flying far away. 

Seeing this guy flying away like a kite, the crowd was astonished, as this was an “innate expert” who had 

been knocked away like that. 

Ye Lu said indifferently. 

“Nothing is wrong, I’ll go first.” 



After saying that, he continued to walk straight ahead. 

However, just when he thought that the other party would know what to do and back off, it turned out 

that one of them actually thought before opening his mouth and rushing over. 

“Self-defeating!” 

Without stopping in his tracks, Ye Lu continued to casually swing a punch. 

“Snort!” 

I didn’t expect this guy to be even more unbeatable than the one just now, this one punch had spat out 

blood, Ye Lu shook his head helplessly, and then walked straight ahead towards the place where there 

were less and less people. 

After walking a little longer, Ye Lu finally found a river where there was a wooded area that could be 

used for alchemy. 

Ye Lu entered the woods, found a corner that was not easy to find and began to process the various 

materials. 

However, he had just finished processing the various materials before he could formally start refining 

when the guys he had just beaten came back again. 

Not only did they come back, they also brought several helpers with them. 

These guys were obviously much stronger than them, two of them were at the “Sovereign” level, and 

several others were also at the “Combined God Realm”. 

When he saw these people appear, Ye Lu said with a sigh. 

“I don’t want to kill innocent people, so you guys should leave here quickly. 

However, Ye Luo felt that these guys would definitely not listen to his advice. 

Sure enough, the “Patriarch” guy in the crowd looked at Ye Lu and said with a cold smile. 

“I didn’t expect that you were still arrogant, do you know what happens when you hit a blood clan 

member, you can only pay for it with blood.” 

Seeing that they had actually found this place, Ye Luo understood why the other guy had just taken the 

initiative to attack himself, probably relying on the blood sprayed on his body to track him here. 

However, Ye Lu did not bother to talk to them, he began to put the various processed herbs into the 

“Burning Heaven Furnace”, and at the same time, he turned on his mobile phone to check, but the 

“Gothic Blood” side still did not reply, it seems that it did not want to cooperate. 

“Fine, since you guys have such an attitude, then I can only deal with this matter in my own way.” 

At this instant, Ye Lu had already made up his mind. 

At this time, when the “Grandmaster” vampire saw that Ye Luo dared to ignore him, he charged towards 

Ye Luo. 



However, Ye Lu’s light blow knocked him to the ground. Seeing Ye Lu’s blow, everyone drew in a breath 

of cold air and turned around, ready to run away. 

Ye Luo, however, said indifferently. 

“It’s too late!” 

Following that, he waved his hands violently and silver needles flew out from his hands like a rain of 

flowers in the sky, each one accurately piercing the acupuncture points of the opponent. 

Almost simultaneously, everyone fell to the ground, Ye Lu clapped his hands and walked next to the guy 

closest to him, then looked at him and said indifferently. 

“Let me ask you a question, just once, do you know where the little girl Jessica captured from the East is 

being held?” 

As a result the guy shook his head. 

“Boom!” 

Ye Lu kicked this guy out of consciousness, following which, he walked over to the second guy, this guy’s 

acupuncture points were pricked his body was completely unable to move, so he didn’t know exactly 

what had happened, he thought the guy had just been made dead, however, he still trembled and said. 

“I …… I don’t know!” 

Of course, this guy was also knocked out by a kick from Ye Lu. 

The third guy saw this and immediately said. 

“It should be in the clan land of the Jessica family.” 

Ye Luo then continued to ask. 

“How do you know that? When was it, and how old was the little girl that was captured?” 

As a result, this guy started to talk nonsense, and of course Ye Lu knocked him out again. 

At this time, another “master” blood clan member suddenly said. 

“I know the person you are talking about, a woman with the same eyes as Jessica, right, she is indeed in 

Jessica’s clan’s territory.” 

Hearing this guy talk about Liu Mei’s eyes, Ye Lu felt that it should be more reliable, so he walked over 

and looked at this guy and asked. 

“Tell me exactly what happened?” 

This guy hurriedly said that a few days ago, he saw the Holy Maiden Jessica come back, and since his 

girlfriend was Jessica’s maid so he knew about this situation. 

“How many people are there in Jessica and their clan land, what level, and where that woman is kept, 

do you know?” 



The guy thought for a moment and said. 

“We are the weakest of the thirteen clans of the Blood Clan, there is only one Prince, three Dukes and 

many more Marquises and Counts in the clan, as for where the woman is kept, most of them should be 

in the ‘Blood Cave ‘ in it, but I’m not really sure.” 

Then, Ye Lu asked about the location of the clan land, before knocking everyone out. 

“It looks like we’ll just have to find a way to sneak in and save them.” 

This time, the main focus of the operation was to save Liu Mei, so the plan to break in hard was put off, 

but it was necessary to recover the blood energy before that. 

It took more than an hour for Ye Lu to finally replenish the lost blood qi back. 

After replenishing his blood qi, Ye Lu turned his attention to those Blood Clan members who were still 

fainted, because he suddenly thought of something, these Blood Clan members could transform, that is, 

they could turn into a state with sharp teeth and claws and blood-red glasses, could this be a kind of 

“bloodline magic”? 

If so, it might be a good ability for him to use, at least it wouldn’t have the terrible weakness of the 

“Exploding Yuan Dan”. 

So he took some of the blood from a guy’s body and started to try it out. His bloodline did have the 

potential to do this, but since Ye Lu was not a vampire and the vampire bloodline content in this guy’s 

blood was too low, Ye Lu could not use it at all at the moment. 

“As expected of a blood race, what good blood!” 

Ye Lu licked his lips and said, he found that he was no longer at all repulsed by drinking blood after 

having drunk too much of it. 

“Alright, let’s go save the people.” 

Ye Lu packed up his things and headed for the clan’s land of the Jimi Spirits. 

This was a rather old looking manor, and according to what the blood clan member had just said, there 

was a small secret realm in this manor, and that small secret realm was the real clan land of the Jimi 

Demon Clan, and Liu Mei was locked up there. 

As a matter of fact, Ye Luo followed the guy’s advice and soon found the door. Since the night was the 

time when the blood clan was active, Ye Luo had no choice but to knock all the people he met and hide 

them, before he pushed the door open and quietly went in. 

However, just as he walked in, he heard an alarm-like sound coming from inside. 

“Shit! This nigga got found out!” 

When he heard this sound, Ye Lu understood that it was probably because he was not a member of the 

“Jimi Spirits Clan” that he had just entered and was detected. 

“Shit! Then let’s do it openly, who’s afraid of who?” 



Ye Luo was currently using the costume of “Blood Shadow Shura”, because the “Silk Stocking Masked 

Warrior” was too famous recently, and he had overthrown the “Clear Sky Tower” and killed three “Saint 

Level” experts, including the Sword Saint, which was a horrible record, so using this identity was 

undoubtedly causing trouble for himself. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

…… 

The first thing you can do is to knock out all the guys who are coming towards the door. 

At the same time, at the headquarters of the Gothic Bloods, a vampire duke was reporting to the 

vampire prince. 

“It’s true about the woman from the East, it’s Jessica, the Holy Maiden of the Thirteen Clans, who was 

captured. It is not yet clear why this person was captured.” 

Hearing the report, Prince Shaguna then thought for a moment and said. 

“In that case, you should take someone to see for yourself and find out what is going on.” 
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In the clan’s territory, all the Bloods gathered near the entrance and saw a man with a ghost mask on his 

face knocking down all the Bloods who rushed to the ground. 

The secret realm was indeed not very big, probably about the size of a small town, but there should be 

no problem with tens of thousands of people living there. 

To be honest, seeing this size, Ye Luo also had a bit of a headache. 

The good thing was that apart from a few “Zong Shi” level people, most of the people who had come 

were Innate, or even Latter Day Bloods. 

“Let’s charge before the people gather!” 

Now Ye Luo had nine strands of aura in his body, even if he didn’t use any of his cards, these ordinary 

clan masters Ye Luo didn’t put in his eyes, other than that, the “Saint level” “Rakshasa Ghost Step” was 

enough to crush them. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

…… 

Seeing Ye Lu rush over like no one’s business, the marquises of the Blood Clan were all a bit 

dumbfounded. 



The Blood Clan was divided into ranks according to the “Prince”, then “Duke, Marquis, Count, Viscount 

and Baron”. 

Among them, the “Prince” is a “Saint”, the “Duke” is a “Grand Master”, the “Marquis” is a “Lesser 

Master”, and after that, they are at the “Divine Harmony Realm”, the “Pulse Raising Realm” and the 

“Placenta Realm” respectively. 

Those who have not entered the “Ascended Realm” are ordinary Bloods who have not been awarded 

any titles. 

These “Marquis” were already quite powerful in the eyes of the clansmen, but these clansmen were 

surprised to find that these “Marquis” were basically unbeatable under the opponent’s hands, whose 

footwork was so fast that he was already far away in a flash. 

At this point, the powerful Bloods finally made their move. 

The three great Blood Dukes appeared in front of Ye Lu at the same time. 

After appearing, the three great dukes chose to transform at the same time. 

“Ow!” 

After a calendar roar, all three guys transformed into a state of sharp teeth and claws, their eyes were 

bloodshot, and their auras also instantly skyrocketed, causing the blood aura to puff out and choke the 

breath of people. 

At the same time, Ye Lu saw a familiar figure appear further away. 

“Jessica!” 

“Blood Shadow!” 

Both of them were taken aback, Jessica was surprised because she did not expect the Blood Shadow 

Shura to suddenly appear in her clan, while Ye Lu was surprised to find that in a short period of time, 

Jessica had actually gone from the peak of the Placental Breath Realm to a Grandmaster level expert. 

This was a bit too quick an upgrade. 

“Most of it should be related to Liu Mei, I hope nothing happens to Liu Mei.” 

Just as Ye Lu was wondering, Jessica had already shouted out loud. 

“He’s the ‘Yum Yum Shura’ of the ‘Underworld’ kill him.” 

Although Ye Luo had not joined Death’s Shadow, he was from China and had represented Death’s 

Shadow in the tournament before, which made the Gothic Bloods consider Ye Luo as an enemy to be 

dealt with. 

After that, Ye Luo noticed something else, some of the Blood Marquis he had just beaten up were 

actually getting up again, it seemed that these Bloods were really recovering fast. 

“Jessica, hand over Liu Mei or I’ll have to kill them.” 



These Bloods’ recovery was so strong that Ye Lu felt that it would be difficult to settle this matter in a 

short time without killing them directly, and if they waited for the Bloods’ Prince to arrive, I was afraid it 

would be troublesome. 

As a result, Jessica said with a cold smile. 

“Liu Mei is my most important food, there is no way I can give her to you, and she will soon be ripe.” 

From Jessica’s words, Ye Lu felt that he was afraid that things were going to be bad. 

So, without hesitation, he threw the “Exploding Yuan Dan” into his mouth and then quickly summoned 

the “Wine Swallow Boy”, who had already removed his armour and mask, and looked extremely fierce 

with a long sword. 

The reason why Ye Lv wanted to use the “Wine Swallow Boy” was because the “Wine Swallow Boy” had 

rarely been exposed to the public before, plus it had always had a thick armour look, so this time a 

change of look would probably not arouse suspicion. 

As for the “Ghost Bats”, Ye Lu did not let them show up because he did not need them yet. The three 

“Dukes” left behind by the “Jimi Spirits Clan” were not of a high level, all of them were at the level of 

“Level 7 Grandmaster”. 

Moreover, the Ghost Bats are powerful in numbers, and the difference between a single Ghost Bat and a 

Grand Master is still quite large. 

This time, Ye Lu only used one “Exploding Yuan Pill”, so that the effect of the “Exploding Yuan Pill” would 

last longer, and the period of weakness would be shorter. 

“Brush!” 

After taking the “Exploding Yuan Pill”, Ye Lu’s speed soared again. 

When he saw Ye Luo charging over, the Blood Duke who was in front of Ye Luo pushed his palms 

forward, this Duke wore two weirdly shaped gloves in his hands, each with a blood-red cross on the 

palm, and as he pushed out his palms, a huge blood-red cross of Qi blasted towards Ye Luo. 

“This was the first time that Ye Lu had ever seen an external “astral energy” display a different colour, 

for even the Sword Saint Ogata Jubei, who had become a “Saint Level”, had only used a white normal 

astral energy. 

“Give me a break!” 

Ye Lu did not hesitate and used his strongest strike, “Burning Heaven’s Fury”, because it was time to 

fight for time, not to play with one move from you and one from me. 

The Duke quickly waved his hand as he tried to follow Ye’s example and smash the purple fireball, but, 

“Boom!” The fireball exploded and his arms, chest and body were covered in purple flames. 

He was covered in purple flames on his arms, chest and body. 



Apart from the other Duke, who had been mauled by the “Wine Swallow Boy”, the remaining Duke was 

already stunned by the scene, having severely injured a Duke with one blow, and the demonic god that 

this man had summoned was also incredibly powerful. 

However, as a Duke, he was obliged to protect the Holy Maiden of the Gimmi Spirits, so he hesitated 

and rushed towards Ye Lu, using a short sword, and when he swung it, countless red blades of light shot 

towards Ye Lu like countless birds. 

He was even more unlucky than the Duke just now, as his defence was slowed by the moment of shock, 

and Ye Lu’s slap had already killed him, and then he rushed to Jessica’s side. 

Jessica was already dumbfounded, she thought she had already improved fast enough with Liu Mei’s 

blood, just now she had already broken through the bottleneck of “Master” level, she was so happy, 

only to find out that in front of “Blood Shadow Shura”, killing “Master” level people was as easy as 

slaughtering dogs, even “Grand Master” had already been killed by him. 

This could no longer be described as a “demon”. 

Not far from the entrance to the small secret realm, a figure was quietly watching all this, this was also a 

Blood Duke, the same Duke that Prince Shaguna had sent out earlier, he was also shocked by the scene 

in front of him, of course he had heard of “Blood Shadow Shura”, and had also tried to look up the 

information of “Blood Shadow Shura”, after all, that was the only person in the “underground world” for 

so many years who had this distinction, apart from the underground lord like the divine dragon. 

“It seems that we have to adjust our strategy, this ‘Blood Shadow Shura’ is too evil, if we let him grow up 

he will definitely be a big problem.” 

This duke muttered darkly. 

And Ye Luo had already grabbed Jessica in his hands like a chicken, and Jessica found that all her attacks 

were worthless in front of Ye Luo. 

“Say, where is Liu Mei? Or die!” 

Ye Luo looked at her and said coldly. 

“Liu …… Liu Mei is the true Holy Maiden of our Blood Clan, so …… she has been taken away by the Prince 

……” 

Jessica stumbled a little and said. 
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When he heard that Liu Mei was a real Saintess, Ye Lu was taken aback, because he hadn’t seen any 

hidden bloodline or anything like that in Liu Mei. 

So, he looked at Jessica and asked. 

“What the hell is going on? You better not hide it from me, or you’re dead, understand?” 



Jessica said shivering a little as she looked at the body of the Blood Duke on the ground. 

“It’s like this, in order to protect the true blood race saint daughter, the saint daughter will not show any 

blood race characteristics until she is eighteen, only after she turns eighteen will she show the blood 

race bloodline, which is the blood cross in both eyes, and the blood cross in Liu Mei’s eyes has already 

started to appear, so it’s already soon before her bloodline awakens.” 

Leaf Fall then asked with a frown. 

“What will happen if Willow Eyebrow’s bloodline awakens?” 

Jessica said with a sigh. 

“It would be a ‘blood sacrifice’, our blood race has a secret method, a secret method that allows you to 

absorb your bloodline, you can enhance your bloodline power after fusing and absorbing it ……” 

Ye Lu then interrupted her and asked. 

“How many more days?” 

Jessica said. 

“There are still three days left, three days later on the night of the new moon, twelve midnight is the 

best time for the ‘blood sacrifice’, that also happens to be the time when the ‘bloodline’ is at its 

strongest ability.” 

Hearing Jessica’s words, Ye Lu asked with some confusion. 

“Shouldn’t the Blood Race be at its strongest when there is a full moon?” 

Jessica shook her head and said. 

“No, you are talking about the werewolves, right, they will transform when the moon is full.” 

Hearing her say that Ye Luo then came to a bit of a realization. 

“Good, then come with me, help me find the leader of your clan, now Liu Mei should be in her hands, 

right?” 

Ye Luo said as he led Jessica along. 

Jessica then said with a sigh. 

“It’s hard for me to find her too, but she definitely won’t make a move until Liu Mei matures, there 

should be no mistake about that.” 

Ye Lu ignored her words, as she had other uses for keeping Jessica, and at this time, the “Wine Swallow 

Boy” had also killed the other Blood Duke. 

After thinking about it, Ye Lu quickly swept through all the goodies in the clan’s territory, and then left 

the clan’s territory as quickly as possible. 

He didn’t have time to see what they were, so he kept them for now. 



The Duke that Prince Shaguna had sent out had already left the clan one step ahead of Ye Lu and was 

now back at Prince Shaguna’s side. 

“Lord Prince, why didn’t you send someone over there? It was a perfect opportunity just now!” 

The duke looked at Prince Shaguna and asked, somewhat puzzled. 

Prince Shaguna then shook his head and said. 

“I don’t do that for two reasons, firstly, the situation is different now, that ‘Blood Shadow Shura’ is 

currently behaving well enough to invite the ‘Lord of the Underground’ to strike, this is something we 

have to guard against, so it’s best that we don’t do it openly, secondly, this matter should be covered up 

as much as possible, this is a matter for our thirteen clans, don’t alert those old demons, if the third 

generation, the second generation or even the ancestors of the blood clan get involved in this matter, 

we people won’t be able to reap any benefits.” 

Hearing Prince Shaguna’s words, this duke then said with a sudden realization. 

“Yes, how could I have forgotten about them.” 

Following that, he then looked at Prince Shaguna and asked. 

“So what’s next?” 

Prince Shaguna said after thinking about it. 

“Next, we have to do two things, the first is to take out our best treasures to gather the assassins of the 

‘Heavenly List’ and kill that ‘Blood Shadow Shura’, you are right, this person should never be kept, if he 

or, perhaps in not more than a few years, the whole world’s landscape will change.” 

“The second thing is, go and find the chief of the ‘Gangra’, he has the ‘Holy Grail’ in his hand, with the 

‘Holy Grail’ you can find the The clan leader of the ‘Jimi Spirits’, but being known about this by the clan 

leader of the ‘Gangra’ would be like letting all the other clans know about it.” 

“It’s a pity that the ‘Mirage Mirror’ is supposed to be in the possession of the Clan Chief of the ‘Gimmi 

Spirits’, so hopefully there won’t be a fight.” 

Although the Thirteen Sacred Weapons of the Blood Clan were not all of the “holy” rank, in the hands of 

the Blood Clan, they would still be far more powerful than the equivalent “magic weapons”. 

In fact, strictly speaking, the “Thirteen Sacred Weapons” of the Blood Clan are really “Sacred Weapons” 

in the hands of their people, but because only the “Blood Clan” can function, they are downgraded in 

the evaluation process. 

After saying this, Prince Shaguna added. 

“Have the Bloodbats keep an eye on Jessica’s location, and I’ll ask the Patriarch for the use of the Magic 

Puppet, which should help the killers. ” 

After listening to Shaguna’s explanation, that Blood Clan’s Duke’s then flew into action. 



While they were moving, Ye Lu was doing another thing, that is, purifying and fusing the blood of the 

beasts. The summoning technique was so profound that it did not necessarily need to use the blood of 

one animal to summon. 

For example, the previous “Four Spirit Summoning” was a summoning technique in which four types of 

blood were mixed. However, if the four spirits did not have the same attributes, it would be very difficult 

to succeed. 

Therefore, Ye Luo was going to fuse these beasts’ blood according to their attributes, and then he could 

summon them according to certain attributes and bloodline tendencies. 

For example, for example, one could fuse the bloodlines of snakes together to perform a snake 

summoning and summon an ancient giant snake, or one could fuse the bloodlines of fire minor 

attributes together to summon a fire beast. 

Of course, Ye Lu knew very well that what he had summoned was only a descendant of a real divine 

beast with a certain “divine beast” bloodline. 

The real “divine beast” might have already fallen, or it might have transcended this realm and gone to 

another realm. 

Anyway, whatever it is, it works. 

As for the various items brought out from the Jimi Spirits clan, apart from the blood of those clansmen, 

the other items were not of much use. 

However, to be honest, Ye Lu did not dare to use the “Four Spirit Summoning” anymore, because Lin 

Danni was not around, and he was extremely worried that the “Yellow Dragon Projection” would come 

out and destroy himself as well, as that thing was obviously not afraid of the “Sunset Arrow” in Ye Lu’s 

hand. 

In this way, a day went by. 

In the evening, an unexpected visitor appeared in the Colosseum, an oriental man who looked 

unimpressive. 

However, this Japanese was not an ordinary Japanese, he was “Koji Ishida”, who was ranked tenth in the 

“Killer Ranking” and was also known as “Japan’s No. 1 Grandmaster Killer”. 

This assassin, Koji Ishida, was definitely no weaker than Abe Ryuho, the “chief” of the “Yin Yang Riao”, in 

terms of real combat power. 

“I’m not the only one here, am I?” 

When he saw that the Colosseum was empty, Koji Ishida muttered in a low voice. 

As a result, a very loud voice suddenly said. 

“Why? I’m here, aren’t I?” 

Then, from another direction, a huge man of more than two metres in height came in, because there 

were eighty entrances and exits in the ancient Roman Colosseum. 



In fact, I am afraid that his real combat power is firmly in the top ten, because the ranking of the “Killer 

Sky List” is not based on strength, but on the rank of the murdered, the difficulty of each operation, and 

the success rate, and many other factors together. 

When he saw Koji Ishida, the Beast smiled and said. 

“Hey, why didn’t anyone buy your life, so I could kill you and move up in the rankings again?” 

Koji Ishida said indifferently. 

“You can try.” 

Just at that moment, another woman walked in. 

This was a very sexy, dark-skinned woman, reminiscent of Cleopatra, wearing only a golden bra on top 

and two narrow pieces of blue cloth underneath, covering the front and back, not knowing if she was 

wearing anything underneath, which was very tempting. 

When he saw this woman, even the Beast frowned. 

“Looks like it’s going to be a busy night!” 

Koji Ishida muttered to himself. 
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This gorgeous Egyptian woman was from Egypt, nicknamed “Scorpion” Suzanne, the sixth ranked expert 

in the “Killer Ranking”. 

If he was still sure about dealing with Koji Ishida, he was not sure about dealing with the sixth-ranked 

“Scorpion” Suzanne, because she was a real “black sorcerer”, with all kinds of terrifying black sorcery 

that made people shudder at the thought of it. 

But then the face of Suzanne “the Scorpion” changed, because something even more terrifying had 

appeared, a Miao woman from China. 

The woman was a beautiful-looking woman, with beautiful rings and silverware, and on her body was 

coiled a poisonous snake with a strange pattern, the most striking thing was that the head of the snake 

was actually a dragon, with two horns and long tentacles. 

The woman was followed by several vicious looking poisonous insects. 

“Miao Zixuan, the fifth-ranked assassin on the “Killer Ranking”, is also the most efficient and has made 

zero mistakes so far. 

On the side of the Colosseum, a small window on a four-storey platform, an unassuming-looking man 

sat indifferently, looking at the triumphal arch of Constantine not far away and smoking a cigarette. 

This was a white man, a man of height, looks and temperament, the kind of man whose presence would 

never be found in a crowd. 

This man seemed to have no interest in the “Killer Sky List” experts who were arriving one by one below. 



“Oh, as a killer who has dominated the ‘Heavenly Ranking’ for so many years, ‘Son of Death’, are you 

showing disdain for us?” 

At this time, a bearded middle-aged man suddenly appeared behind him and said. 

The man called “Son of Death” smiled calmly as he took a drag from his cigarette and said. 

“This is my last mission in the ‘Heavenly Ranking’, next I’m going to compete with the monsters in the 

‘Holy Ranking’, you, the second oldest in a thousand years, will soon be number one.” 

Hearing the words of the “Son of Death”, the middle-aged and unkempt looking man smiled and said. 

“It’s a pity, I’m also going to enter the ‘Holy List’ to play around with it, it’s said that the number one in 

the last ‘Heavenly List’ killed one of the ‘Holy List’ for the sake of ranking. The first place in the last 

‘Heavenly Ranking’ was said to have killed one of the ‘Saint Ranking’ players in order to rank.” 

The “Son of Death” said without raising his head. 

“Ranking, it’s just a floating cloud, I’ve been poisoned too much, only ‘killing’ can make me feel alive, 

maybe one day I’ll kill myself.” 

Hearing him finish, the downcast middle-aged man then smiled and said. 

“You, still so literate, oh, that guy is here too, this is great, the normal killer, the literate killer, and the 

douchebag killer are all here.” 

Following the gaze of the middle-aged man, a guy dressed like a clown in a poker game walked in on a 

unicycle like an acrobat. 

This guy is nicknamed “Joker”, the third ranked super killer in the “Killer Ranking”. 

He was also known as the “douchebag killer” in the mouth of the middle-aged man. 

However, no one dared to take this guy lightly, whether it was him, the middle-aged man or the Son of 

Death, they had all killed real “Saint” level masters. 

“Everyone who sees my show has to pay!” 

“As he rode his unicycle, he pulled out some apples and started throwing them into the air, just like an 

acrobat, and he threw more and more. 

This huge apple circle looked really spectacular, and then everyone saw the apple skins falling down like 

rain. 

“See, I told you it was a ‘douchebag killer’.” 

Of course, all these people present, regardless of their personalities, were truly top-notch “killers”, that 

is, the kind of people who take money from others and kill them for others, except for one person, of 

course. 

That is, the guy who is ranked fourth on the “Killer Sky List”, the one who is late in arriving at this 

moment, and the one who is the invitee of this killer party, the expert of the “Blood Clan”, known as the 



“Human Slaughterer”, the scary Jefferson who is also the seventh on the “Blood List” in addition to the 

“Killer Sky List”. 

After everyone had arrived, this horrific killer Jefferson, who had already killed more than 30,000 

people, appeared on stage. 

What was surprising was that Jefferson was not a crazy-looking murderer like everyone thought, but 

rather a handsome middle-aged man who looked just a little bit bigger than ordinary Bloods, except that 

his two eyes were of a different colour. 

These different pupils looked quite demonic. 

“Hello everyone, thanks for coming to support me.” 

Jefferson said with a smile as he looked at the crowd. 

However, before he could continue, the “wild beast” said in a loud voice. 

“Tell me who you want to kill first, you’ve called all the top 20 people on the ‘Killer Heaven List’, you’re 

making too big a show.” 

To be honest, this was something that many people wanted to ask, even the terrifying “Son of Death” 

was also curious about this matter, since this “Killer Heavenly Ranking”, “Holy Ranking” and “Earthly 

Ranking” had never seen this kind of joint battle between several people since they appeared. 

“That’s right, ‘human slaughter’, if it’s some kind of group battle or siege or something, I’m out, that 

kind of thing is meaningless, you go find mercenaries to take care of it.” 

“The Joker took out an apple again, he stretched out his hand, the “astral energy” on the tip of his 

fingers turned into a blade and looked at the “human slaughterer” as he quickly peeled the apple. 

The “human slaughterer” smiled and said. 

“Of course it won’t be the kind of thing you are talking about, there is only one person to kill, this person 

is very famous, but you should not have seen him, he is the second ‘Hundred Victory Shura’ in the 

‘Underworld’, known as ‘Shura’ of the ‘Blood Shadow’.” 

These twenty men were all quite professional “killers”, of course many of them were from the 

“Underworld”, and many of them were using the “Underworld App”, so when they heard that the 

person they wanted to kill was “Yum Yum Shura”, one of them asked. 

“I remember that ‘Yum Yum Shura’ had a hard time fighting ‘Pulse Raising Realm’ before, do we need to 

do it? ” 

“Yeah, aren’t you making a bit too much of a fuss.” 

Even the scruffy middle-aged uncle said with a sigh. 

“‘O human slaughterer’, do you know what kind of people are here? You’re not calling us people over 

here for a joke, are you.” 



He was standing on the four-storey window, which was several dozen metres away, when he spoke, and 

his voice was not loud, but it reached everyone’s ears very clearly. 

As a result, the “human slaughterer” smiled and said. 

“Everyone be quiet, I’m not sure about the details of this matter, so perhaps it’s a bit of a fuss, but the 

benefits are real, and the man will be here in a moment, so we’ll see if it’s a joke or not.” 

In fact, the “Human Butcher” himself felt that this was a bit of a joke, but since it was an arrangement 

from the top of the “Blood Clan”, he could only listen to the arrangement from above. 

On the other side of the city, Ye Lu was still refining his blood and using the Medium Grade Spiritual 

Stones to consolidate his cultivation, but in his normal state, the ninth strand of spiritual qi was raising 

somewhat slowly. 

At this time, a message suddenly came from his mobile phone, a private message from the “Underworld 

App” with a video recording of Liu Mei being tied up in the Roman “Colosseum”. 

Ye Lu and Liu Mei were very close, so he could be sure that the woman being tied up was Liu Mei. 

“Come to the Colosseum in Rome and put an end to all this.” 

That was the phrase that was sent along with the photo. 

**** 

Rome’s ‘Colosseum’. 

Just as the killers were getting bored of waiting, a masked figure slowly walked in through one of the 

entrances. 

“He’s here!” 

Everyone’s eyes turned to Ye Lu. 
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However, no one recognized Ye Luo’s “Blood Shadow” look. After all, Ye Luo’s rank was too low when he 

took the “Hundred Victory Shura”, and it was not enough for these people to pay attention to it. 

Of course, these people were all real killers who had been through a lot of battles, so apart from the 

“two-bit killer”, the others didn’t show any special expressions. 

“Joker” looked at Ye Lu and said with a crooked head. 

“There’s nothing special about him, he looks very ordinary, he still hasn’t broken through to the ‘Innate 

Realm’, he doesn’t have any ‘Qi’ at all.” 

He looked back and forth at Ye Lu for half a day, then shook his head and said. 

“I have no interest in this guy, so whoever of you wants to get on him can do so.” 



After saying that, he rode his unicycle and went straight to the side to eat an apple. 

Ye Lu frowned at this group of oddballs, and then walked to the centre of the “Colosseum”. 

This “Colosseum” had obviously been remodelled again, unlike the pictures Ye Lu had seen before, the 

earthen walls in the centre were gone, and it was a round, open, monolithic colosseum. 

Looking at the Colosseum from the centre, Ye Lu felt as if he was in the presence of Spartacus in a 

gladiatorial contest, and he could not help but feel his blood boiling when he thought about it. 

The Colosseum, which had survived for more than 2,000 years, had an aura of murder everywhere. 

“Where is that woman?” 

Ye Lu stood in the centre of the Colosseum and looked around at these guys and asked coldly. 

These guys dared to use Liu Mei as bait, and Ye Lu had already moved to kill. 

However, no one answered this question, most of them not only because they simply didn’t know, but 

also because they didn’t care, or they didn’t feel any need to answer this question, a dead person was 

just a dead person, what was there to explain. 

At this point, the middle-aged, scruffy and downcast looking older man suddenly said. 

“Why don’t we just let Buck try.” 

Barker was the weakest of these men, ranked 20th on the “Hitman’s List”, nicknamed “Blade”, an Indian 

soldier who had defected from the army. 

He was not very tall, but he had a cold, military look on his face, and he was a clean-cut, decisive man. 

When he heard Uncle Dirt Beard’s words, he didn’t push back, nor did he draw his sword, but jumped 

off the bleachers and walked straight towards Ye Lu in the arena. 

Looking at this guy’s stance was that he did not want to say anything to Ye Luo but to kill him directly. 

Seeing this scene, some people actually began to feel a little reluctant, after all, this time the “blood 

clan” gave something really exciting. 

The women in particular, the Egyptian Black Witch Sage Susanna, had already clenched her hands, but 

she didn’t dare to disobey the scruffy uncle, who was a thousand year old, but that was only in relation 

to the Sons of Death, and it was still easy to kill them. 

Miao Zixuan from Miaojiang was of the same opinion. She felt that the Indian had taken such a good 

opportunity and was not happy about it. 

As for the fact that this “Hundred Victory Shura” was from China, she didn’t care at all. In her opinion, 

who the “Hundred Victory Shura” was and which country he came from had nothing to do with her. 

In this way, amidst everyone’s attention, “Blade” had already approached Ye Luo, and then he struck out 

quickly, and his method of killing was simple and straightforward, that is, “click! He snapped Ye’s neck in 

one blow. 



However, just as he reached out, Ye Lu suddenly opened his mouth. 

“Phew!” 

Terrifying blue flames suddenly erupted from Ye Lu’s mouth, and the blue dragon of fire struck Blade’s 

head without any surprise. 

He didn’t even have time to make a sound before his head was burnt to a crisp and his corpse 

“flopped!” The body fell to the ground with a loud thud. 

The twentieth on the “Killer List”, “Blade”, was dead! 

From the beginning to the end, “Blade” didn’t say a word, and neither did Ye Lu, the battle was too 

happy, it was over before it started. 

Everyone was frozen in place. 

A look of incomprehension appeared in everyone’s eyes. 

“‘Saint-level’ powerhouse!” 

These words resounded in the heads of the majority of people, because only a “Saint Level” powerhouse 

could deliver such a strike, directly emitting flames without the use of any “magic weapon”. 

Of course, there was also the possibility that Ye Lu was born with a special bloodline, just like the Blood 

Clan. 

People of the “Blood Race” could use a red “astral qi” with the blood attribute. 

However, whatever the reason, this sudden strike shocked everyone. 

Even the “Son of Darkness”, who had been looking at the sky in boredom from the beginning, looked 

down at Ye Lu. 

“Next!” 

Ye Luo indifferently glanced at the corpse at his feet and said indifferently. 

This was a relatively simple fire attribute “spell” that Ye Lu had learned after he had gathered his ninth 

strand of aura and gradually gained some strength. 

“Nine” was the extreme of the number, so when the ninth strand of spiritual energy appeared, Ye Lu felt 

a sense that the spiritual energy had been completed, and he felt that a breakthrough in his major realm 

was about to happen. 

Of course, he was still unable to use his aura to send out a complete “spell”, but he could use various 

“fire attribute” spells in conjunction with it, and this was one of them. 

To put it bluntly, this was also the lowest level of the “Lower Mortal Grade” “spell”, the most 

introductory and simplest “spell”, but a “spell” was a “spell”, and it was one level higher than a “martial 

skill”. 



Hearing Ye Lu’s words, the “Wild Beast” finally couldn’t hold back, he drew his huge machete and 

jumped off the stand and then strode towards Ye Lu. 

With each step, the ground made a loud sound, as if it was a pile driver. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

…… 

At the same time, the body of the “wild beast” began to become thicker and thicker, and the skin also 

changed from its previous ordinary colour to a metallic colour, as if it would make a sound when it was 

struck. 

It was obvious that this should be a powerful horizontal training martial art, and looking at the clothes 

on this guy’s body, it was also an armour of the “top grade of the earth”, and the sword in his hand was 

also a sharp weapon of the “top grade of the earth”, the most exaggerated thing was the shape of this 

sword, it was as long as an ordinary man, holding it in the “wild beast’s” hand, it was as if a mountain 

could be split open. 

“Little doll, today I will show you what strength is.” 

With these words, he slashed down with a fierce slash, and the strong wind on the slash made one’s 

face hurt, which showed how strong this strike was. 

However, Ye Lu’s silhouette was also extremely fast, as the “Rakshasa Ghost Step” was activated, and he 

stepped on the back of the blade with one foot before his whole body flew up and blasted at the “Wild 

Beast”. 

“Clang!” 

The “Wild Beast” was also extremely quick in his reaction, as his other hand flew out to clash with Ye Lu. 

Everyone thought that Ye Lu would be blown away, but in reality, it was the other way round, and the 

“Wild Beast” was knocked backwards. 

What everyone didn’t know was that Ye Lu was not using the “Heavenly Rank” martial skill “Blended 

Vajra Body”, but the “Saint Rank” martial skill “Prajna Blended Vajra Body”. 

Since the ninth strand of aura had formed and gradually gained strength, Ye Lu’s control of martial skills 

had become easier and easier, and “Saint Grade” martial skills were less difficult to learn than “Spells”. 

“The martial arts skills of the “Wild Beast” were obviously not bad, but they were not even close to the 

“Saint Level” martial arts skills, as the prizes given by the “Hundred Victory Shura” showed that “martial 

arts skills” were not a common item on Earth. 

Ye Luo was indeed very weak in the area of “external astral energy”, but he was absolutely no slouch 

when it came to fighting with strength. 



 


